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Border Lakes Region 2
2012 Quartet Medalists

RHAPSODY
Second Place Medalist
PING!
Third Place Medalist

LIVE IT UP!
Fourth Place Medalist

SPLICE
Fifth Place Medalist
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Border Lakes Region 2 Chorus Medalists 2012

SECOND PLACE MEDALIST
LONDON CHORUS
Master Director Julia Beadle

THIRD PLACE MEDALIST
SHORELINE SOUND CHORUS
Master Director Diane Catellane
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Border Lakes Region 2 Chorus Medalists 2012

FOURTH PLACE MEDALIST
GRAND HARMONY CHORUS
Master Director Ruth Carmichael

FIFTH PLACE MEDALIST
FENTON LAKES CHORUS
Certified Director Jeanne Lundberg
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Border Lakes Region 2

2012 Division AA Mid-Size Chorus Winner & Medalists

FIRST PLACE CHAMPION
LONDON CHORUS
Master Director Julia Beadle
2013 Harmony Classic AA Chorus Competition
Order of Appearance Honolulu, Hawai’i
1. Jacksonville Harmony Chorus, Region 9
2. Northern Gateway Chorus, Region 12
3. London Chorus, Region 2
4. Rhythm of the Rockies Chorus, Region 26
5. Channelaire Chorus, Region 11
2013 Harmony Classic A Chorus Competition
Order of Appearance Honolulu, Hawai’i
1. Pearls of the Sound Chorus, Region 32
2. Virginia Coast Chorus, Region 14
3. Yahara River Chorus, Region 22
4. Vermillion Valley Show Chorus, Region 5
5. Twin City Sensations Chorus, Region 25

SECOND PLACE MEDALIST
SHORELINE SOUND CHORUS
Master Director Diane Catellane

THIRD PLACE MEDALIST
GRAND HARMONY CHORUS
Master Director Ruth Carmichael
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Border Lakes Region 2

2012 Division A Small Chorus Winner & Medalists

FIRST PLACE CHAMPION
FENTON LAKES
Certified Director
Jeanne Lundberg

SECOND PLACE MEDALIST
BLUEWATER CHORUS
Certified Director
Susan Murdoch

THIRD PLACE
WATER WONDERLAND CHORUS
Director
Merry Lu Jordan
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Border Lakes Region 2
2012 Most Improved Chorus

MOST IMPROVED CHORUS AWARD
HEARTLAND HARMONY CHORUS
Certified Director Susan Heimburger

From Your Education Coordinator
# Nancy Liedel

ince this is my first article as your new education
coordinator, I would like to take this opportunity to
thank the members of the regional management team
who supported my appointment to this position. It’s been a
lot of years since I’ve served on the team and hope I will be
able to do justice to this job. I have big shoes to fill. I would
like to say congratulations on a job well done to my
predecessor, Susan Heimburger. Enjoy your retirement! I
hope you all will feel free to contact me with suggestions
for educational opportunities for our region, choruses, and
quartets.

S

A long time ago, a very wise man
said to me, “When you stop learning,
you stop living.” That very wise man
was my father. To this day, this is
the philosophy of my life. I love
learning and want to share that
passion with everyone I meet. At
times, the level of my passion can be
annoying. I’m kinda hoping that being education
coordinator will give my chorus, my quartet and my
friends a break.

We are well into our 2012‐2013 year. We’ve already had
the Harmony Day Camp and a Quartet Connection. Both
successful events! We’re looking forward to fall regional
school in London with Sharon Babb! A wonderful educator
with a phenomenal ear! I encourage all choruses to apply
for the Regional Coaching Grant. The form can be found on
the regional website.

We all have our own way in which we learn. Some of us
need to watch, some of us need to do, some of us need to
hear. I would like to encourage you to try everything! As
choruses, let’s open up our coaching sessions to visitors.
Some of us already do this. But we can learn from all levels.
As members, I encourage you to attend the open sessions!
There is SO much to be learned and Region 2 does a great
job of bringing in the top coaches in our organization. Let’s
take advantage of every opportunity to become better at
our craft.

A very profound statement from my director (Jeanne Lundberg) at rehearsal this week. “Good is the enemy of Great” Let’s all
strive to be better than good.
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Team Coordinator
# Dorothy A. Davenport

Star Award Pins

A

400 Years of Sweet Adelines Membership Celebrated

# Diana Gregg

s I watched the Olympic games in London, there were
two things that were consistently apparent ‐‐ teamwork
and support. Even for those competitors and teams who
did not medal, they performed the very best they could when
these two concepts were present. Those competitors who
stood on the podium because of their individual efforts
received support and congratulations from their teammates.
For those who stumbled or fell or missed the ball, their
teammates still provided hugs and sometimes a shoulder to
lean on.
So ‐‐ how does Sweet Adelines fit into all this? Smack dab in
the middle! Teamwork and support help us all do the very
best we can. Our members come with diverse backgrounds,
experiences, and ideas so it can sometimes be hard to pull
together as a team. Putting the effort into making that
happen, however, is in the best interests of the chorus and
doing the very best you can is very rewarding by itself.
So, what can you do as an individual to experience this
“reward?”
'Support your members and chorus leaders by recognizing
and praising their efforts and offering help when they
stumble. Even our most competent leaders realize there is
much to learn.
'Keep communications going both ways. Listen and read
chorus materials. Ask questions and offer suggestions ‐ just
remember not all of your suggestions will work. Sometimes
suggestions are made without looking at the total picture of
the causes and effects. Give your suggestions to the
appropriate people ‐ which may not be your riser buddy.
Encourage your chorus leaders to communicate what is
planned and expected. Know the plan.
'Make a commitment to the stated goals of the chapter.
Remember that each member’s 100% commitment will be
different. Work, family, health all affect what we can
contribute to the chorus goals. If a member attends only one
out of every three rehearsals or needs help learning notes
and words, acknowledge that this could be her 100%.
'Accept change. Trying harder to do the same thing could be
ineffective while trying a different way to reach that same
goal could bring about the desired results. Did I say make
change just for the sake of change? No Way! But when an
opportunity for change arises, give it serious consideration.
Are you going to agree with all decisions, methods, etc. that
your leaders present? Will you like every piece of music
selected by your director? Will every costume please you?
Will you like everything that is said? Again, No Way! Try
taking the “you” out of the mix and replacing it with “we” or
“us” ‐ what a difference that makes.
In closing, your regional management team is ready to
support you and appreciates your support in return.

S

ix members of Border Lakes Region 2 will receive their
coveted 25‐year Star Pin at fall regional music school
weekend on September 15 in London and become official
members of the Silver Ribbon Gang. The presentation will
again be made at the Saturday night program with their
choruses cheering them on for all their years of service to
Sweet Adelines.
Receiving Star Award Pins for 25 years of consecutive
membership are Susan Dugan, Shoreline Sound; Shirley
Koebbe, Great Lakes; Darlene Miller, Shoreline Sound; Cathy
Pickering, London; Gunhild Olson, Spirit of Detroit; and
Eleanore Spencer, Sunrise Harmony.
All of our honorees have been presidents, board and team
members, music staff, active movers and shakers of their
choruses and have learned a multitude of music and
choreography since October of 1985. Congratulations to each
for her dedication.
The Star Award was initiated in 1992, and about 335 pins
have been presented to deserving members. It was the
original brainchild of Nila Krantz, Tri City, and is recognized
as a badge of honor throughout the international
organization.

The Region 2
management team
expanded the criteria
for qualifying for the
pin by allowing 25
years of non‐
consecutive singing
membership to count.
Members must have
25 years accumulated
Star Pin Recipients Fall 2011
membership by the
day of the presentation and have at least five consecutive
years back in Region 2. Proof of membership is on the part of
the member, supported by a letter from the current president
or team leader.
In 1984, international adopted a staggered anniversary date
program that began to show up in 2009. The RMT Award
criteria calls for completion of 25 years by the date of the
presentation at fall regional weekend. Members reaching
membership after September 15, 2012 will receive their pins
in the fall of 2013.
2012 is also a record year for honoring 50‐year members ‐‐
six in total! Receiving recognition from Sweet Adelines
International in Denver in October will Ellen Benton, Great
Lakes; Sandra Fitzpatrick, Spirit of Detroit; Dolores Foreman,
Heart of Essex; Joan Kienitz, Song of the Lakes; Greta Somers,
Shoreline Sound; and Eileen Girard, Chapter at Large. We
celebrate all their years of experience, service to our
sisterhood, and their love of the music.
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Got Harmony Day Camp 2012
# Jill Kienitz and Joan Kienitz, YWIH Co-Coordinators

T

his year's day camp was held in
June at Davison Senior Center and
culminated with an evening show
at Davison High School. We had a very
successful day and the show was
tremendous. We had about 75 campers
this year although 81 registered to
attend. Our campers included students
from age 5 – 25 and proved to be hard‐
working youngsters. (Our youngest
camper did suggest that we include a
game of Duck Duck Goose to future
camps, but hey, what can you expect
from a 5‐year‐old?)
Our teaching quartets were Ebb N’
Flow, from the Pioneer District of the
Barbershop Harmony Society, and
Novelty Shop from Region 2. Ebb N’
Flow is a quartet of college‐aged men.
They recently placed tenth in the men’s
collegiate international competition.
What an achievement! We were so
fortunate to have them and have
tentatively booked them for the 2013
camp as well. Certainly a talented group
of men. Novelty Shop was fantastic, as
always. Their abilities to work with the
children were well received, and their
entertainment qualities were loved by
the evening audience.
With 216 tickets sold, we had one of
the most receptive audiences to date.
They seemed as attentive and excited
by the kid’s performance as they were
with the adult entertainers. Our
evening show guests included Double
Date, (a yearly favorite), Artistically
Inclined, (a region 17 YWIH quartet),
Musical Memories, (Region 2's 2012
YWIH winners), as well as our two
teaching quartets.
The day began at the senior center.
Our clinician, Sylvia Karpinsky
welcomed the students and kept us all
on track throughout the day. The
students worked hard and diligently
throughout the day to learn, what
turned out to be, four pieces of music.
We had auditions for solos within the
boys and girls choruses for parts in
“One Voice,” a beautiful piece arranged
by Ann Minnihan. The auditions
showed a great talent within both
choruses. We had some awesome
singers this year and hope to continue
to attract this caliber of singers in the

future. While we welcome all singers of
all musical backgrounds and interests,
having strong singers within the
choruses helps the not‐so‐confident
singers find their notes, and place
within the chorus. We concluded our
day with evaluations for the
Barbershop Harmony Society’s Youth in
Harmony Foundation. We receive $15
for each form turned in.
This was our first year without the
musical expertise of Anne Kotchman,
who helped test the music first. In past
years Anne was able to test it on her
choral school groups to let us know
where we may run into some potential
problems, or lack of problems. This was
always helpful in making our music
choices.
John has agreed to maintain her
co‐coordinator position until a
replacement is found. She has also
agreed to help train the new coming
member when she is chosen.
For the near future, we are hoping to
have a small YWIH opportunity for our
Canadian sisters. We will be choosing
music from the YWIH learning books,
and inviting youth from the Canadian
chorus areas. U.S. youth will also be
allowed to attend, if interested. Our
goal is to generate interest within the
Canadian areas so future music camps
will be created for the Canadian groups
to attend. With the stricter border
crossing rules, it is difficult for younger
people to travel back and forth in order
to attend out of country music camps.
We don’t, however, want our YWIH
program to be available and easy to
access for only our U.S. youth. We want
to include all youth within our region.
Planning for our 2013 camp is already
in the works. We are choosing to stick
with the same June weekend in the
future as it will become established and
the youth can plan on that weekend as a
yearly event. So save June 22, 2013 as
the date. This should allow for camp
returnees and volunteers to plan ahead.
There is no plan to change the venue at
this time. We have established a good
working relationship with the Davison
Senior Center and the Davison High
School. As mentioned above, we have
tentatively booked Ebb N’ Flow to

Musical Memories

Artistically Inclined

Novelty Shop
return and have also invited Artistically
Inclined to be the girls’ teaching
quartet.
The Four Star Harmony Quartet
contest for 2013 is in the planning
stages. We have decided that, unless we
generate more interest, which will
mean more help from members within
the region, we will cancel the
competition for next year. We truly
wish to keep this an annual event but
without quartets, it’s tough to have a
contest.
A special thank‐you goes out to the
Young Singers Foundation grant of
$1,200, the Barbershop Harmony
Society Harmony Foundation grant,
plus business sponsors. Last but
certainly not least, Region 2 choruses
and members who were responsible for
helping to financially support the camp
with donations were appreciated. We
also wish to thank all of the 76
volunteers who helped us before,
during and after the camp and show.
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We've Got Harmony
# Submitted by Carole Essenmacher ~ Got Harmony Program Marketing Coordinator

M

usic filled the air in Davison, Michigan as the Border
Lakes Region 2 held the fifth annual Got Harmony Day
Camp and Got Harmony Benefit Show. Some 80
talented young men and women ages 11‐25 attended the
one‐day vocal music camp. The excited students arrived at
8:30 a.m. traveling from many communities throughout
Michigan some from as far away as Hale, Grand Rapids and
one from Florida. After some get‐acquainted and warmup
activities, the students were divided into sections to fine‐tune
the notes and words of selected songs. Later the singers came
together and rehearsed in their choral groups. The students
spent the day learning four‐part harmony, performance
techniques and choreography as well as having a great time!
It is exciting for those of us who worked with the students
to see the transformation of their music and harmony as they
progressed from weak beginnings to blow‐your‐socks‐off
harmony in the afternoon. There were 60 volunteers who
helped with the camp and evening show. Song of the Lakes
Sweet Adelines Chorus of Davison and the men's Flint
Arrowhead Chorus hosted the event. Many volunteers carried
out numerous tasks to help this event be successful including
serving the two meals and helping students learn their music.
The faculty for the Got Harmony Camp consisted of two
outstanding quartets. Ebb N’ Flow, Pioneer District 2011
champion quartet, worked with the boys. Novelty Shop, a
favorite of Region 2 Sweet Adelines whose motto is "Four‐
part comedy in barbershop style,” worked with the girls.
Dianne Catellane and Linda Liddicoatt directed the girls'
chorus. Diane Catellane is master director for the Shoreline
Sound Chorus of Royal Oak, Mich., and Linda Liddicoatt is a
retired master director and is currently Region 2 director
coordinator. Directing the boys' chorus was Nathan
Masterson, tenor for Ebb N' Flow quartet and vocal music
teacher. Nathan and Linda Liddicoatt directed the combined
choruses. Sylvia Karpinsky, master director of the Great
Lakes Chorus from Sterling Heights, Mich. acted as the Camp
Clinician and as show MC. Sadly missing this year due to a
tragic accident was Anne Kotchman who, in the past, worked
with the YWIH Programs and mentoring young men and
women in the art of barbershop.
After only one day of rehearsing together the campers got
ready to take to the stage that evening at the Davison High
School for the Got Harmony Benefit Show. The Got Harmony
Boys Chorus followed by the Got Harmony Girls Chorus
opened the show with a bang! The 2012 Region 2 Four Star
Champion quartet, Musical Memories and a newly formed
YWIH quartet, Artistically Inclined, delighting the audience
with their harmony and class. An all‐star cast of award‐
winning quartets then followed with outstanding
performances including the faculty quartets, Ebb N' Flow and
Novelty Shop along with Double Date. To close the show, the
boys and girls combined choruses closed with “Lida
Rose/Will I Ever Tell You” bringing the audience to their feet.
Many thanks go out to all those who helped this special
event become a reality including grants from the Young
Singers Foundation and the Barbershop Harmony Society's

Harmony Foundation and many individuals and businesses
who made donations to the event. And thanks go to Joan and
Jill Kienitz, Region 2 YWIH co‐coordinators, who co‐chaired
the event along with the music staff and all the volunteers.
At the end of the day, the campers were asked to fill out an
evaluation for the Got Harmony Program. Following are some
examples of their responses: “This program helped me
improve my vocal skills and confidence on stage. I loved
coming here for two years and will hopefully keep doing this
for a long time.” “I wanna thank everyone who set up this
barbershop camp. This is so fabulous.” “I enjoyed it so much. I
wish I could do this every day.” “It taught me to feel the music
and to get into it and have fun.” The faculty and staff all
agreed that it was great to work with these talented students.
It gives you faith in the future of four‐part barbershop
harmony!

Camp rehearsal
Maria Christian, director of Song of the Lakes Chorus,
directing the students in a warmup exercise.

“Our Gang” from Hale that has attended the camp for the
third year with their sponsor group the Sunshine Harmony
chapter.
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From Joan Kienitz, YSF Silent Auction Team member and YWIH with Jill Kienitz, Region 2 YWIH Co-Coordinators

Congratulations to Musical Memories

Got Harmony? Anne Kotchman Memories

Musical Memories Quartet is the 2012 YWIH champions
for our Region 2 Four Star Harmony Quartet contest
which took place in January.
Formed in the fall of 2011, they named themselves in the
memory of their beloved choir teacher Anne Kotchman.
They have performed at school events and choir concerts
and they sang on the Got Harmony Benefit Show in June.
Members of this quartet are students at Cardinal Mooney
Catholic School and are freshman (lead) Angie Kuczewski;
sophomore (tenor) Emily Gibbons; and seniors (baritone)
Alexandra Mackenzie and (bass) Kathryn Shepherd.
They are honored to represent Region 2 in Denver in
November where they compete in the 2012 Rising Star
Quartet Contest as contestant number 2 of 18. Their main
coach is Linda Liddicoatt master director, and their
assistant is Mary Patrick, Region 2 membership
coordinator. To help defray their expenses to this contest
you may also give a love gift on the Saturday night show
during the love gifts to our Region 2 quartet and chorus at
the September Regional Weekend in London. We wish
Musical Memories the best of luck during the
international Rising Star contest. They sing beautifully
and will wow the audience.

hose of you who returned to our Got
Harmony Camp and Show noticed a key
figure missing. We were unfortunate to
experience a tragic loss of one of our annual
YWIH staff. Anne Kotchman was wonderful
wife, mother, and grandmother as well as a
very talented teacher and musical director
for each of the past camps and shows. She
was killed in an automobile accident last fall
and her presence was greatly missed by all. While her time here
on earth was cut short, she was able to accomplish so much,
including but not limited to MENC Music Educator of the Year,
award‐winning baritone, chorus and quartet singer, music and
art teacher, devoted Sweet Adeline, YWIH past co‐coordinator
plus a supporter and promoter of YWIH.
To reinforce our loss, two of her students referred to her in the
Got Harmony Camp evaluations. “I was in Mrs. Kotchman's choir
and always came with her. It was nice to come back and
remember her.” “I miss Mrs. Anne. It wasn't the same without
her, but I enjoy music so this was really fun.”
This year we dedicated our show to the memory of Anne
Kotchman and to her husband Don who continues to be a
supporting factor in all things Sweet Adeline.

T

Help Needed Region 2 ~ Why DONATE to the Young Singers Foundation Silent Auction?

A

ccording to our international organization, “The Young
Singers Foundation, of Sweet Adeline International, was
established in 1992. Its purpose is to enrich the lives of
young people through educational programs in vocal music by
awarding grants to schoolbased music programs; and funding
to afterschool and community vocal music activities for young
people. The foundation also awards scholarships to students
entering their sophomore year of college who are pursing
degrees in vocal music, music education or music therapy."
In contrast to this foundation, "The Young Women in
Harmony Program offers to music educators a means of
including the study and performance of barbershop harmony in
school music programs. The aim is to provide materials,
training and performance opportunities for our youth and to
foster appreciation for this American musical art form."
Chapters and our region play an important part in reaching
music educators and their students through introducing our
art form to them for our YWIH Program and our Got
Harmony Camp for boys and girls. Sunrise Harmony, Tri City
and Carillon Belles have been reaching out to our youth this
year. We hope to hear more about other choruses taking an
active part in this program.
We have received help from the YSF Foundation again and
RECEIVED A $1,200 GRANT FOR OUR JUNE 23 Got Harmony
Camp and benefit show in Davison.
Through pass‐the‐hat at our events, individual and chapter
donations, chapter collections, business sponsors, the YSF
Silent Auction at the International conventions and the YWIH
and the YSF sales tables at regional weekends, all have and
will continue to donate to the Young Singers Foundation and

to our YWIH Program in our region. Please help our region
make a contribution to the YSF silent auction in Denver in
October. Just bring a donation to our fall regional weekend or
mail it to Joan Kienitz, 2292 Golden Pond, Fenton MI 48430.
You may also let us know about your donation through email
(jkienitz@charter.net)
Suggestions are:
•
Chapters can donate money such as $5 or $10 or
bring one or more made in Michigan / Ontario
donations for the Region 2 baskets.
•
Donation of international business gift cards has
been suggested by our silent auction chair, Kate
Veeder. This could also be placed in a basket.
•
We would like to have Ontario and Michigan baskets
again this year.
•
Take a one‐time coin collection from your members,
give to us at the boutique YWIH table and we will
buy the MI/Ont. contents for the baskets.
•
For those of you who live by and shop at a VGs
Grocery Store, donate your receipts. Bring these to us
during the regional weekends.
•
If from Michigan take up a beverage can collection,
turn these in and donate the money.
•
You may want to bring your own basket of items and
we will see to it that it arrives in Denver safely.
•
Anything else you would like to donate will be
welcomed with open arms. Thank you for any help
that you can give us.
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Firefly

F

irefly is glowing all over! We are very excited about our blue
ribbon and Marianne and Brenda are thrilled that they will
be a part of the Purple Ribbon Gang! We are so proud to be
representing Region 2, along with Great Lakes Chorus in Denver
this fall.
Each of us has a crazy schedule, but we manage to work in a
rehearsal every week. Usually we rehearse in Julia's kitchen
where Greg is handy to tune us up and bring new arrangements
to add to our repertoire.
Firefly sang at London's birthday party right after contest and
celebrated the chorus mid‐size win and our own. In June we
performed at a chapter fundraiser in Delaware with our other
chapter quartets, In a Heart Beat and Everyday People. One
night, we had a facilitator in presenting us our personality colour
traits. This explains our tenor, Brenda, ha ha!
We also entertained at our London guest night and look forward
to performing at a barbershop barbecue at The Woods. In
September, we are featured on a men's show in Seaforth, Ontario
where we will be singing with a men's quartet called Rubicon in
an eight‐part rendition.
Please come and say “hi” to us in London at the music school.
Can't wait to see you all there and hear that fabulous Great Lakes
Chorus on the Saturday night show!
Love, Firefly
Julia Lead ~ Marianne Bass ~ Brenda Tenor ~ Michele Bari

Grand Illusion

Introducing –
quartet! ~ Submitted by Nancy Liedel: After months
of discussion and searching, three of us decided that
one of us would switch parts and then find a fourth.
Nancy Liedel (former baritone) will now be singing
bass. Rose Juzswik remains as lead and Anna Dean
‐ McDonald remains as tenor. We'd like to introduce,
Emily Oppenhuizen!, baritone from Fenton Lakes
Chorus. We're excited to be her first quartet and
can't wait to show her off to Region 2! So, keep an
eye out for Emily and Grand Illusion at Region 2's
competition in April 2013!

Just Sayin’ (Great Lakes Chorus)

Ping! (Patti, Nancy Teresa and Peggy)

submitted by Debbie Deljevic
s a Sweet Adeline some think “someday I want to sing
in a quartet.” I was not one of those. When I joined this
awesome organization in 2006 quartetting was the
farthest thing from my mind ‐‐ but I made fast friends with
LouAnn Bobrovetski and Kris Mueller and we helped each
other through the hurdles of life and being a newbie together.
They even talked me into going to one of those quartet
connection things – to no avail. So as the story goes, Rachel
Lunning enters the picture a few years later and she and Lou
decided to try quartetting with a couple of girls from Region
3. As fate would have it, that didn't work out and Lou and
Rachel were in the market for a tenor and a lead. Enter Kris
and me. We got busy learning and practicing a couple of
songs and we were ready for our debut on spring regional
weekend but we wanted Sylvia Karpinsky to hear us first to
make sure our debut was a good one. We were hosting
regional, so things were a little crazy as Lou and I were
running the boutique while Kris and Rachel were over at the
performing arts center. Finally we found a quiet spot in the
pantry to rehearse and sing for Sylvia and her quartet, Dream
On, and that, my friends, is how all this got started. Just sayin'.

his has certainly started off as an interesting year! In
January, Teresa Fuller, formerly of Region 3 Grand
Rapids Chapter, became our new lead. Nancy left for a
month in sunny Florida and returned in February. In March,
on St. Patrick's Day weekend, she fell and fractured her hip
and arm. Practices were few and far between but we did
manage to have eight practices and two coaching sessions
before heading to contest. Bless Jim Arns, who came to
Nancy's house to coach us! Needless to say, we were thrilled
to place third at regional! (Nancy was just happy to be there
to sing, at all!) It was a great contest and we send our
congratulations and love to Spirit of Detroit Chorus and
Firefly. Break a lip in Denver ladies!
Like all of you, we have been busy, with all the things life
brings; new jobs, weddings and graduations, physical
therapy. In June, we had a great time singing on the Grosse
Pointe Lakeshore Men's Barbershop Chorus annual show.
After much discussion we started getting serious about a
name change and at the end of July, Friendship Rings
officially became Ping! In early August, Teresa joined Spirit of
Detroit Chorus adding a great voice to their lead section and
about three additional hours of drive time to her week. That
woman loves to sing!
Hope to see you all on September 9 at the Great Lakes
Chorus show, “A Cappella Comes Alive!”

A
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Heart of Essex golf outing, social activities and summer fun.

SPIRIT OF DETROIT CHORUS Farmington Hills, Michigan ~ Polly Snider
e sing. This is what we do. It's not all we do. It just
himself. I must practice. At last, competition weekend arrives.
seems that way, especially when springtime comes
I double check my packing list. Yes, I have underwear. Be sure
to Michigan. Let me tell you how I feel about that.
that I've got the right costume. There are my six‐minute
About the same time every year we get our music. Now, I
shoes and jet black hose. There's my stage makeup and my
know that I'm married. I just can't seem to remember his
hair is done. I've got my dues up to date and purchased scrip.
name. But the ballad is beautiful and in the key of C. I'm
Yes, I'm ready. I'd better practice.
having some tuning issues on that second measure of the first
Friday night brings the quartet competition. I dress in my
staff on page two. The uptune really moves. I'd better get it
sparkles and bling. It was inspirational to witness such
memorized. Next week Spirit gets choreography. I must
quality quartet performances. What a thrill to see ALL of
practice.
Spirit's quartets receive medals.
Rehearsals are wonderful! It's a joy to sing for LeAnn. Sing
Rhapsody elated us and received second place honors.
with air. Take your breaths in the “ah” position.
Friendship Rings had PING! in their sound and took home
Characterization. Express your feelings for the love of your
third place. Live It Up celebrated performance brought them
life. What IS his name!?! Be off paper next week. I must
the distinction of fourth place.
practice.
Little did we know that, in weeks to come, two more
Coaching sessions come about every six weeks. Jim Arns is
quartets would honor Spirit. Our own Fusion presented
thrilling as he relates all the categories. Yes, there's a score
exhilarating performance and took third place in Region 17.
for that.
Naturally quartet eased on stage and captured the gold. We
Renee Porzel celebrates the art form and enhances the
are so proud to have them represent us in Denver. Now, off to
showmanship. Everyone can do more! Perform!
rehearsal.
Chris Noteware is inspirational with every visit. Start every
Finally Saturday arrives. First I am backstage. Then, LeAnn
rehearsal at the point you left the previous one. Sing with joy!
waves the front row onto the stage. The chorus follows. Soon,
And, of course, there is Betty Clipman. She brings Spirit to
we hear: “Will everyone please take a seat. Close all doors.
new heights. Remember that good vocal production leads to
We are ready for our next contestant.” The next six minutes
artistic sound. It's all about space, place and face.
flew past and I found myself leaving the stage.
Trouble is, is that my face is in the place in the space in the
As I enter the audience I spy a familiar face. There HE is. My
front of the risers. I must practice.
husband came to watch competition. He is there when they
As competition draws near, I find myself more and more
announce with a score of 653, first place goes to Spirit of
travelling in my car. The speakers sound with learning tracks
Detroit Chorus. I guess that I'll call him “Sweetheart.” I think
and practice tapes. I'm off to front row rehearsals and
that I'll remember it. After all, it is part of the title of one of
the songs in our set.
costume fittings. No time to clean. Besides, the house will
And I don't need to practice ‐‐ at least, not until next week.
only get dirty again. I only shop for goodies for the hotel
That's when we begin rehearsals for our November 11 show.
room. So if “Whosit?” wants groceries he'll have to get them

W
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BLUEWATER • CARILLON BELLES • CROSSROADS HARMONY • FENTON LAKES • FESTIVAL SOUNDS •
GRAND HARMONY • GRAND TRAVERSE • GREAT LAKES • HARMONY GATEWAY Prospective • HEART OF
ESSEX • HEART OF MICHIGAN • HEARTLAND HARMONY • LOCK CITIES • LONDON • MICHIGAN
NORTHERN LIGHTS • RIVERLIGHTS HARMONY • SEAWAY SOUNDS • SHORELINE SOUND • SONG OF THE
LAKES • SPIRIT OF DETROIT • SUNRISE HARMONY • TRI CITY • WATER WONDERLAND

BORDER LAKES REGION 2
&
SWEET ADELINES INTERNATIONAL CALENDAR

2012
9/14‐15 FALL REGIONAL WEEKEND, SHARON BABB
4 POINTES SHERATON ‐ LONDON, ONT.
9/16 RMT MEETING ‐ LONDON
9/22 GRAND TRAVERSE SHOW
“A CAPPELLA HARMONY ALIVE”
10/5 MICHIGAN NORTHERN LIGHTS
"SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DIVAS" ‐ GAYLORD
10/6 SONG OF THE LAKES ‐ PIX THEATER PERFORMANCE
10/20 GRAND HARMONY SHOW
10/30
‐11/3 INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
DENVER CO
11/4 CARILLON BELLES SHOWS ‐ PORT DOVER, ONTARIO
11/11 SPIRIT OF DETROIT SHOW ‐ DEARBORN MI
11/17 LONDON CHORUS JOINT SHOW
WITH FOREST CITY FIRE CHORUS
11/17 RIVERLIGHTS HARMONY ‐ 10‐YEAR CHARTER PARTY
12/1 SONG OF THE LAKES ‐ WASSAIL DINNER
12/1 GREAT LAKES SHOW ‐ “WHAT A NIGHT!”
12/2 HEART OF ESSEX ‐ CHRISTMAS SHOW
12/11 TRI‐CITY ‐ HOLIDAY HARMONY

2013
3/23
4/25‐28
4/28
6/1
6/1
6/22
9/20‐21
11/4‐9
2014
4/24‐27
11/3‐8
2015
4/23‐26
10/5‐10
2016
10/17‐22
2017
10/9‐14

IN‐REGION TRAINING WITH CAMMI MACKINLAY
REGIONAL CONVENTION ‐ DEARBORN MI
RMT INSTALLATION
LAW (LEARN ARM WAVING) SCHOOL
CHAPTER LEADERSHIP TRAINING
HARMONY CAMP ‐ DAVISON SENIOR CENTER
YWIH BENEFIT SHOW ‐ DAVISON HIGH SCHOOL
FALL REGIONAL WEEKEND
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
HONOLULU HI

REGIONAL CONVENTION
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
BALTIMORE MD
REGIONAL CONVENTION
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
LAS VEGAS NV
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
LAS VEGAS NV
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
LAS VEGAS, NV

REGIONAL COORDINATOR SUPPORT ASSIGNMENTS
MARTHA DELARGEY, COMMUNICATION COORDINATOR ! MARLENE BABB, NOMINATING CHAIR ! LINDA MAY, BORDER LIGHTS/BORDER2BORDER
NEWSLETTER ! SHEILA WORTHINGTON, WEBMASTER ! LINDA LIDDICOATT, DIRECTOR COORDINATOR ! SUSAN HEIMBURGER, MUSIC SPECIALIST ! LINDA
CLEMENTS & LOIS KELLY, PRG LIAISONS ! POLLY SNIDER, MUSIC LIBRARIAN ! DOROTHY DAVENPORT, TEAM COORDINATOR ! DIANA GREGG, 25‐YEAR
PIN AWARDS ! ANNE NORMAN, EVENTS COORDINATOR ! HENNY FORD, REGISTRAR EDUCATION EVENTS ! KEANE MICHELIN, CHAIR REGIONAL
CONVENTION ! NANCY LIEDEL, TEAM COORDINATOR ! PEGGI STARKEY, DIRECTOR CERTIFICATION PROGRAM COORDINATOR ! JOAN KIENITZ, YWIH
COORDINATOR ! SUSAN HEIMBURGER, ARRANGERS COORDINATOR ! CHRIS NOTEWARE, DR. DIANE M. CLARK & JEANNE LUNDBERG, SUPPORT STAFF !
LESLIE RAWLINS & KIT GRABOWSKI, CO‐CHAIRS QUARTET COORDINATORS

